The RP350x represents the latest innovation in secure mobile card reader technology. Combining a magnetic stripe and smart card reader in one device, the RP350x enables secure mobile card acceptance for merchants across the globe. As the first Chip and Sign mobile acceptance device to be both PCI PTS certified and EMV approved, the RP350x provides the ultimate level of security, flexibility and reliability.

- First PCI PTS 3.1 POI SRED certified Chip and Sign mobile acceptance device
- EMV Level 1 & 2 approved and Visa Ready certified
- Support for 100+ iOS and Android™ mobile devices
- White labeling options enabling custom-branding of the device
**RP350x**

Chip & Sign Mobile Card Reader

---

**Compatible**
- Incorporates both a 3-track magnetic stripe reader (MSR) and smart card reader (SCR) in one unit
- Compatible with hundreds of iOS and Android smartphones and tablets
- Auto-adjustable clamp to securely attach to virtually any mobile device
- Auto device detection enabling plug and play pairing

**Robust**
- Built to support over 50,000 card swipes
- Bi-directional card reader with long guiding length ensuring maximum reading performance
- LEDs and vibrating indicators for battery and reader status
- Micro USB port for PC and power connection

**Secure**
- Compliant with the latest industry security standards (PCI PTS 3.1 POI SRED)
- EMV Level 1 & 2 certifications and Visa Ready
- Tamper detection and responsiveness ensuring constant reader integrity
- End-to-end encryption of cardholder data upon swipe

For a list of compatible devices visit: [http://www.roamdata.com/device-compatibility/](http://www.roamdata.com/device-compatibility/)
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About ROAM™

ROAM, an Ingenico company, helps merchants get to market quickly with secure, cost effective and powerful mobile point of sale solutions, regardless of the technology environment. ROAM’s “powered by” mCommerce platform provides the hardware peripherals, applications, tools and services enabling companies worldwide to realize the benefits of using mobile to reinvent their interactions with their customers and to create new business efficiencies. Founded in 2005, ROAM is a pioneer in the mobile POS space, having produced and distributed the industry’s first secure mobile card reader and today powers mobile point of sale solutions for many of the leading companies in this market, globally.
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